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We consider a cognitive radio system with one primary channel and one secondary user, and then we introduce a channel-usage
pattern model and a fundamental access scheme in this system. Based on this model and fundamental access scheme, we study
optimal opportunistic spectrum access problem and formulate it as an optimization problem that the secondary user maximizes
spectrum holes utilization under the constraint of collision tolerable level. And then we propose a unified approach to solve this
optimization problem. According to the solution of the optimization problem, we analyze and present optimal opportunistic
spectrum access algorithms in several cases that the idle period follows uniform distribution, exponential distribution, and Pareto
or generalized Pareto distribution. Theoretical analysis and simulation results both show that the optimal opportunistic spectrum
access algorithms can maximize spectrum holes utilization under the constraint that the collision probability is bounded below
collision tolerable level. The impact of sensing error is also analyzed by simulation.
1. Introduction
Mobile and wireless communications services have experi-
enced an explosive growth over the last decades. Increas-
ing demand for wireless communication makes the radio
spectrum more preciously. But the electromagnetic radio
spectrum is a limited natural resource; the use of which is
licensed by government agencies. The conventional spectrum
management policies use inflexible spectrum assignment to
prevent mutual interference all the time. This has led to the
artificial radio spectrum scarcity that most of the available
radio spectrum has already been allocated to various services.
The frequency allocation chart [1] in the United States
indicates multiple allocations over all of the frequency
bands. On the other hand, careful studies of the spectrum
usage pattern by Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) have
revealed that many portions of the allocated radio spectrum
experience low utilization and they are either unoccupied
or partially occupied for long periods of time [2]. In fact,
recent measurements have shown that 70% of the allocated
spectrum is not utilized [2]. Extensive measurements also
indicate that many portions of licensed spectrum lie unused
at any given time and location [3]. Even when a channel
is actively used, the bursty arrivals of many applications
result in abundant spectrum opportunities at the slot
level.
Growing demand and low utilization for the radio
spectrum motivate the concept of spectrum reuse, which
forms the key rationale for opportunistic spectrum access
(OSA) coined by the DARPA XG program [4]. The OSA
system requires that the secondary user eﬃciently utilizes
unoccupied spectrum holes while avoiding interference with
primary users [5]. The spectrum usage patterns of primary
users vary over time. Thus, the secondary user experiences
dynamic spectrum holes and needs to intelligently adapt
its channel usage. In conventional methods, the secondary
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user senses local channels through individual or cooperative
sensing [6–10] and reconfigures its access parameters accord-
ing to the channel-usage patterns of primary users. This
adaptation is based on the current observation of the
spectrum usage by primary users. Once detecting a primary
user’s occurrence on its current band in use, the secondary
user pauses transmissions, starts to sense the channel,
and awaits next opportunity to resume transmissions. The
conventional methods cannot schedule future transmissions
without any prior information about future spectrum holes
and result in that the secondary user frequently collides with
primary users. Collisions occur when the secondary user
cannot predict the appearance of primary users and can
only react to current observations of primary users. In this
paper, we propose an OSA approach based on spectrum
holes prediction where the secondary user builds a predictive
model of primary users’ channel usage and estimates future
spectrum holes based on past observations.
There have been several prior works on dynamic spec-
trum access and sensing. The most relevant works are [11–
14]. In [11], the authors proposed a proactive access scheme
based on the characteristics of TV broadcast and explored the
feasibility of proactive access method. In [12], the authors
extended this work to the exponential ON-OFF model. Our
work discusses OSA problems based on spectrum holes
prediction while primary user traﬃc model is general model.
Moreover, [11] mainly focuses on maximizing throughput of
the secondary user, and [12] mainly focuses on minimizing
disruptions to primary users, while our work focuses on
maximizing spectrum holes utilization on the basis of
satisfying the constraint of collision tolerable level allowed by
primary network. In [13, 14], the authors study the optimal
design of the transmission time in one collision case that
collision occurs since the secondary user performs imperfect
sensing, but they both do not consider the other collision
case that collision occurs since the primary user reoccurs
when the secondary user is transmitting. In our work, we
assume that the secondary user performs perfect sensing and
study the optimal design of the transmission time in the latter
collision case.
Our last work [15] has investigated the optimal design
of the transmission time in the case that the idle period
follows exponential distribution and presented an optimal
OSA approach to maximize spectrum holes utilization under
the constraint of collision tolerable level in this case. In
this work, we propose a unified approach to optimal OSA
approach under the constraint of collision tolerable level in
more general cases.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section describes the system model and fundamental
access scheme. The relevant concepts of channel utilization
and collision probability are explained in Section 3. The
optimization problem is formulated and a unified approach
to optimal OSA is proposed in Section 4. Several cases
that the idle period is uniform distribution, exponential
distribution, and generalized Pareto distribution are ana-
lyzed in Section 5. Corresponding simulation and numerical
results are presented in Section 6. Our main conclusions are
summarized in the final section.
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Figure 1: Channel-usage pattern model.
2. System Model
In this section, we consider the channel-usage pattern model
in the system with one primary channel and one secondary
user and propose a fundamental access scheme.
2.1. Channel-Usage Pattern Model. Consider a system with
one primary channel and one secondary user. Primary users
are the licensed users of this channel and thus have higher
priority over the secondary user. The channel is called idle
if it is unoccupied by one or more primary users and is
busy otherwise (Figure 1). The duration of idle period is the
time interval starting at the release of the channel until the
first packet arrival. Similarly, the duration of busy period is
the time interval starting at the first packet arrival until the
moment that the channel becomes idle. The primary system
does not employ slotted protocol and the primary users can
access primary channel at any time, while the secondary
user system adopts a slotted communication in spite of the
primary user system.
In this study, for the convenience of analysis, we assume
that (i) the system is stationary and ergodic, (ii) the
secondary user performs perfect sensing at the beginning
of every time slot, that is, both false alarm and missing
probability are zero, and (iii) the sensing time is much less
than the duration of time slot and the sensing time can
be ignored. We mainly study how to obtain optimal OSA
approach in the case that the idle period follows diﬀerent
distribution. Moreover, we will also analyze the impact of
sensing errors by simulation.
2.2. Fundamental Access Scheme. In this study, the secondary
user employs the following fundamental access scheme.
(1) Keep silent if busy. The secondary user keeps silent if
it senses the channel busy.
(2) Keep silent and transmit in turn if idle. The secondary
user can adopt a time allocation strategy of the idle period to
decide whether to keep silent or transmit in current time slot
if it senses the channel idle.
On the basis of fundamental access scheme, we will
study optimal time allocation strategy of the idle period
and compare the performance of optimal strategy and other
strategies.
3. Channel Utilization and
Collision Probability
3.1. Channel Utilization and Spectrum Holes Utilization.
Channel utilization (CU) of the primary users is defined
as the fraction of time in which the channel is occupied
by the primary users, that is, the channel is in ON (busy)
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Figure 2: Performance comparison between optimal OSA approach and fixed STR method (collision tolerable level σ = 0.02) in the case
that the idle period follows uniform distribution.
state, denoted by ηPU. Under assumption of stationarity and
ergodicity, it can be given as [16]
ηPU = lim
T→∞




Channel utilization of the secondary user is defined as
the fraction of time in which the channel is utilized by the
secondary user, denoted by ηSU.
The definition of spectrum hole is given in [17]. In
this paper, we only concern spectrum holes of one primary





Duration of spectrum holes utilized by SU in [0,T]
Duration of all spectrum holes in [0,T]
.
(2)







Therefore, after the secondary user accesses the channel, the
aggregate channel utilization of the channel can be given as





According to (4), we can see that the aggregate channel uti-
lization η increases linearly with spectrum holes utilization
ηSH when ηPU is certain. That is to say, optimizing aggregate
channel utilization η is the equivalent of optimizing spec-
trum holes utilization ηSH if the channel usage of the primary
users is certain.
3.2. Collision Probability. Because the secondary user per-
forms perfect sensing, collisions happen only when primary
users reoccur and occupy the channel while the secondary
user is transmitting. Collision probability (CP) is the
probability of the secondary transmission colliding with the
primary transmission. In this study, we assume that the sec-
ondary user transmits failed completely if a collision occurs
in a time slot. Thus, under the assumption of stationarity and
ergodicity, we can define collision probability as
pc = lim
T→∞
Number of collision time slots in [0,T]
Number of busy time slots of PU in [0,T]
.
(5)
3.3. Collision Tolerable Level. In cognitive radio network,
though the secondary user can be allowed to utilize the
idle spectrum unoccupied by primary users, the collision
probability of the primary users should be less than a
threshold [18]. Collision tolerable level (CTL) is defined as
the maximum probability of collision allowed by the primary
users, denoted by σ. The wireless communication systems,
which provide with diﬀerent services in diﬀerent networks,
can tolerate diﬀerent collision types and collision probability.
For example, voice service is real time but it can tolerate a
few packet loss rate. Whereas, data service cannot lose packet
but it may tolerate a little time delay. Therefore, almost all of
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Figure 3: Performance comparison between optimal OSA approach and fixed STR approach (collision tolerable level σ = 0.04) in the case
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Figure 4: Performance comparison among optimal OSA approach and transmission-first OSA approach and fixed STR approach (collision
tolerable level σ = 0.02) in the case that the idle period follows general Pareto distribution.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison among optimal OSA approach and transmission-first OSA approach and fixed STR approach (collision
tolerable level σ = 0.04) in the case that the idle period follows general Pareto distribution.
diﬀerent services can tolerate a few collisions despite of the
diﬀerence of collision types. In our work, we do not place
emphasis on studying the diﬀerences of collision types, but
we only assume that the primary users can accept collision
tolerable level σ. Collision tolerable level is also collision
probability constraint of the cognitive radio system. Thus,
the system must satisfy
0 ≤ pc ≤ σ. (6)
Otherwise, too many collisions will aﬀect the primary users’
transmission.
3.4. Identifying Collision. Due to performing perfect sensing,
collisions occur only when primary users reoccur and occupy
the channel while the secondary user is transmitting. Because
the secondary user senses the channel at the beginning of
every time slot, it can but regard this case as collision that
it transmits in previous time slot and it senses the channel
busy in current time slot. Though there exists this case
that the primary users start transmitting at the time of
the secondary user starting sensing, these do not increase
collision probability.
3.5. Maximum Collision Probability. Because the secondary
user can exactly sense the channel at the beginning of every
time slot, we can understand that there exists at most one
collision slot at the beginning of every busy period. And in
the fundamental access scheme, the secondary user adopts
this strategy that it keeps transmitting if it senses the channel
idle in every time slot. Obviously, the access strategy has
the maximum collision probability (MCP), denoted by Pcmax.
Under the assumption of stationarity and ergodicity, we can











where 1/vi is the duration of the ith busy period of the
channel. We can see from (7) that the maximum collision
probability is equal to the reciprocal of the average value of
the busy period.
3.6. Fixed STR Approach. On the basis of the fundamental
access scheme, an intuitive time allocation strategy of the
idle period is periodic sensing and accessing strategy. We
refer to this strategy as fixed silence duration and transmission
duration ratio (STR) approach. In fixed STR approach, time
allocation strategy is that the secondary user keeps silent and
transmits for fixed integral-number time slots in turn if it
senses the channel idle in every time slot. That is to say, once
sensing the channel idle in every time slot, the secondary user
keeps silent for fixed D time slots and then starts to transmit
and keeps transmitting for fixed T time slots in turn until the
secondary user senses the channel busy.
However, the fixed STR approach does not consider the
joint design of spectrum holes utilization and collision prob-
ability and it results in uncontrollable collision probability.
Thus, it cannot optimize spectrum holes utilization under
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Figure 6: Robustness comparison between optimal OSA approach and transmission-first OSA approach (collision tolerable level σ = 0.04
and probability of sensing error is 0.02) in the case that the idle period follows general Pareto distribution.
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Figure 7: Robustness comparison between optimal OSA approach and transmission-first OSA approach (collision tolerable level σ = 0.04)
in the case that the idle period follows general Pareto distribution.
the constraint of collision tolerable level, and it cannot also
adapt its access parameters in accordance with the change of
environment, such as various collision tolerable level, various
channel-usage pattern, and so forth.
To solve this problem, we will propose an optimal
OSA approach where the secondary user adapts its access
parameters based on channel-usage estimate in the next
several sections. Our aim is to maximize the spectrum holes
utilization under the constraint of collision tolerable level.
4. Unified Approach to Optimal OSA
In this section, we propose a unified approach to optimal
opportunistic spectrum access where the secondary user
adapts its access parameters based on channel-usage estimate
in diﬀerent cases that the idle period follows diﬀerent
probability distribution. Our objective is to maximize the
spectrum holes utilization under the constraint of collision
tolerable level.
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4.1. Problem Formulation. In optimal OSA approach, we
consider that the secondary user at most accesses the channel
one time in an idle period. The secondary user starts to
transmit at the xth time slot of the idle period and keeps
transmitting T(x) time slots, where T(x) is a function of
x. We denote T(x) as T for convenience. Intuitively, the
secondary user should immediately access the channel after
sensing the channel idle, that is, x should always be zero.
However, when the secondary user maximizes the spectrum
holes utilization under the constraint of collision tolerable
level, it is possible that x be a positive value. And in fact,
we will also prove and verify by simulation that x is greater
than zero when the idle period follows generalized Pareto
distribution (see Section 5.3).
Now our optimization problem is to maximize spectrum
holes utilization under the constraint of collision tolerable
level by selecting one time interval for transmitting in the idle
period. Under the assumption of stationarity and ergodicity,








where f (t) is the probability density function of the idle
period. The first part of the right side of (8) represents
the transmission duration expectation that the idle period
terminates in the time interval [x, x +T) and the second part
of the right side of (8) represents the transmission duration
expectation that the idle period does not terminate in the
time interval [x, x + T).




t f (t)dt = E(t), (9)
where E(t) is the expectation value of the idle period.
According to the definition of spectrum holes utilization,




On the other hand, we can formulate the collision probability
as the following expresses that




We are now ready to formally state the optimization
problem as follows.
Given that the distribution of the idle period is fixed, max-
imize the spectrum holes utilization, subject to the constraint
that the collision probability is bounded below collision tolerable
level.





s.t. Pc ≤ σ.
(12)
According to (8), (9), (10), (11), and (12) we can obtain




x (t − x) f (t)dt + T
∫∞
x+T f (t)dt∫∞






f (t)dt ≤ σ.
(13)
4.2. Optimal OSA Approach. It is easily understood that the
secondary user should have optimal access time slot and
available transmission duration in the idle period under the
constraint of collision tolerable level, denoted by xopt and Ta,
respectively. In this subsection, we discuss how to obtain xopt
and Ta in the following two cases.
Case 1 (σ ≥ Pcmax). From Section 3, we know that collision
probability Pc must be less than or equal to maximum
collision probability Pcmax. Thus, in spite of transmission
duration, collision probability Pc must also be less than or
equal to collision tolerable level σ. Therefore, the secondary
user can start to transmit at the first time slot in the idle
period and keep transmitting until collision occurs. That is
to say, available transmission duration is limitless, that is,
xopt = 0, Ta = ∞. (14)
Thus, (14) is always true when σ ≥ Pcmax.
Case 2 (σ < Pcmax). We can see from (13) that E(0,∞) is
certain and constant if the idle period distribution is certain.
Thus, maximizing spectrum holes utilization ηSH is the
equivalent of maximizing transmission duration expectation
E(x,T). This point will be used in the proof of the following
theorem.
















In optimization problem (13), in the case that σ < Pcmax,
the following conclusions can be obtained.
(1) If g(x) is monotonically decreasing with x, then the
optimal access time slot is
xopt = 0, (16)
and available transmission duration Ta satisfies
∫ Ta
0
f (t)dt = σ
v
. (17)











, σ < Pcmax,
0, σ ≥ Pcmax,
(18)
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and available transmission duration Ta satisfies
∫ xopt+Ta
xopt
f (t)dt = σ
v
. (19)
(3) If g(x) is monotonically increasing with x, then the







max, σ < Pcmax,







Proof. See Appendix A.
5. Case Analysis
In this section, we study several practical cases that the idle
period follows uniform distribution, exponential distribu-
tion, and Pareto or generalized Pareto distribution, deduce
several corollaries of Theorem 1 in these cases, and present
optimal OSA algorithm according to these corollaries.
5.1. Uniform Distribution. In this subsection, we solve the
optimization problem (13) in the simplest case that the idle
period is uniform distribution.
We assume that the idle period is uniform distribution
and its expectation is a/2 while the average value of busy
period is 1/v. Thus, the idle period X is uniform distribution







for 0 ≤ x ≤ a,
0 for x < 0 or x > a.
(22)
Corollary 2. If the idle period is uniform distribution, then
the solution of optimization problem (13) is that optimal access
time slot is
xopt = 0, (23)







, σ < Pcmax,
∞, σ ≥ Pcmax,
(24)










, σ < Pcmax,
1, σ ≥ Pcmax.
(25)
Proof. See Appendix B.
We can see from Corollary 2 that in the case that the idle
period is uniform distribution the optimal OSA approach is
that the secondary user starts transmission at the 1st time slot
after sensing the channel idle.
5.2. Exponential Distribution. In this subsection, we solve the
optimization problem (13) in the case that the idle period is
exponential distribution.
We assume that the arrival process of one primary user
is Poisson process while the service time distribution can
be arbitrary. This assumption holds in many situations such
as voice traﬃc, data session, and data network. When there
are multiple primary users in a channel, the system can be
modeled as an M/G/1 queue with multiple inputs and it can
be proved that the idle period is exponential distribution
while the busy period is general distribution [8]. Thus, we
can assume that the idle period is exponential distribution
and its expectation is 1/u while the busy period is general
distribution and its average value is 1/v. Thus, the idle
period X is exponential distribution with probability density
function
f (t) = ue−ux for x ≥ 0. (26)
Corollary 3. If the idle period is exponential distribution, then












, σ < Pcmax,
0, σ ≥ Pcmax,
(27)











, σ < Pcmax,
∞, σ ≥ Pcmax,
(28)







, σ < Pcmax,
1, σ ≥ Pcmax.
(29)
Proof. See Appendix C.
We can see from Corollary 3 that the optimal OSA
approach is that the secondary user starts to transmit at an




max = 0 or 1/u ln(v/σ)
and keeps transmitting for Ta = ∞ or − ln(1 − σeux/v)/u,
respectively. This result is identical to [15].
5.3. Generalized Pareto Distribution. In this section, we solve
the optimization problem (13) in the case that the idle period
is generalized Pareto distribution.
Research [19] shows that an exponential distribution is a
good fit for the idle period only in heavy traﬃc case while
a generalized Pareto distribution is a good fit for the idle
period in both heavy-traﬃc and small-traﬃc cases. Thus,
in this section, we extend our work to more general case
that the idle period is Pareto distribution or generalized
Pareto distribution while the busy period still is general
distribution and its average value is 1/v. Thus, we consider
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that the duration of the idle period X is generalized Pareto
distribution with probability density function [20]








where k /= 0 is the shape parameter, and σ is the scale
parameter. It should be noted that for k = 0 the generalized
Pareto distribution converges to the exponential distribution.
Corollary 4. Given that the idle period is generalized Pareto
distribution, the solution of optimization problem (14) is that









] , σ < Pcmax,
0, σ ≥ Pcmax,
(31)




















⎦− xopt, σ < Pcmax,
∞, σ ≥ Pcmax,
(32)









, σ < Pcmax,
1, σ ≥ Pcmax.
(33)
Proof. See Appendix D.
We can see from Corollary 4 that the optimal OSA
approach is that the secondary user starts transmission at
the xoptth time slot after sensing the channel idle. It is not
intuitive that the secondary user waits for xopt time slots
before starting transmission after sensing the channel idle.
However, in fact, because of the long-tailed characteristic
of generalized Pareto distribution, the idle period ends with
greater probability at the former time slot of idle period
and with less probability at the subsequent time slots.
Naturally, to satisfy the constraint of collision tolerable level,
the secondary user should keep away from the beginning
duration of idle period, which may result in collision with
more probability.
Corollary 4 also proves that collision probability of the
optimal OSA approach is less than that of the following
approach, where the secondary user immediately starts
transmission after sensing the channel idle. Thus the optimal
OSA approach is reasonable. On the other hand, we will
also verify the result of Corollary 4 by simulation in the next
section (see Section 6.2 ).
6. Numerical and Simulation Results
Our last work [15] has evaluated and verified the optimal
approach in the case that the idle period is exponential
distribution. Therefore, in this section, we only evaluate these
cases that the idle period follows uniform distribution or
generalized Pareto distribution and present numerical and
simulation results to evaluate and compare the performance
of the optimal OSA approach and fixed STR approach. On
the other hand, it is diﬃcult to deduce a precise expression
of spectrum holes utilization in the case that the channel
sensing is imperfect. Thus, we will also analyze the impact
of sensing errors on optimal OSA approach by simulation.
In order to verify our conclusions, we study the per-
formances of two approaches: transmit-first OSA (TFOSA)
approach and transmit-last OSA (TLOSA) approach. TFOSA
means that the secondary user starts to transmit at the first
time slot and keeps transmitting for Ta, and TLOSA means
that the secondary user starts to transmit at the x
opt
maxth time
slot and keeps transmitting until collision occurs. But they
both follow the constraint of collision tolerable level.
6.1. Uniform Distribution. In this section, we study and
compare the performances of the optimal OSA approach and
the fixed STR approach in the case that the idle period is
uniform distribution.
According to Corollary 2, the optimal OSA approach for
uniform distribution is that the secondary user starts to
transmit at the 1st time slot in the idle period and keeps
transmitting for Ta. That is to say, the TFOSA approach
is optimal OSA approach. In simulation, we generate the
channel-usage patterns using uniform distribution random
number generator in MATLAB and the following parame-
ters: the expectation value of idle period a/2 = 20 and the
expectation value of busy period 1/v = 20.
In Figure 2, we study and compare the performances of
optimal OSA approach, TLOSA approach, and fixed STR
approach in the case that collision tolerable level σ = 0.02.
In plot (a), after the channel-usage estimate converges,
spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA approach is better
than those of TLOSA approach and fixed STR approach with
D : T = 4 : 1 or D : T = 1 : 1 and it converges to
its theoretical value (TV of OOSA). In plot (b), after the
channel-usage estimate converges, collision probability of
optimal OSA approach is close to TLOSA approach, and it
is greater than that of fixed STR approach with D : T = 4 : 1,
but it is less than that of fixed STR approach with D : T = 1 :
1, D : T = 1 : 4, or D : T = 1 : 8, and it converges to collision
tolerable level σ = 0.02.
In Figure 3, we study and compare the performances of
optimal OSA approach, TLOSA approach, and fixed STR
approach in the case that collision tolerable level σ = 0.04.
In plot (a), after the channel-usage estimate converges,
spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA approach is better
than those of TLOSA approach and all fixed STR approaches
and it converges to its theoretical value (TV of OOSA). In
plot (b), after the channel-usage estimate converges, collision
probability of optimal OSA approach is close to TLOSA
approach, and it is greater than that of fixed STR approach
with D : T = 4 : 1, D : T = 1 : 1, or D : T = 1 : 4, but it is
less than that of fixed STR approach with D : T = 1 : 8, and
it converges to collision tolerable level σ = 0.04.
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From Figures 2 and 3, we can obtain the following
results.
(1) The spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA
approach is much better than that of TLOSA
approach and converges to its theoretical value. The
collision probability of optimal OSA approach is
close to that of TLOSA approach, and they are less
than and converge to collision tolerable level.
(2) If the spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA is
close to that of one fixed STR approach, then the
collision probability of optimal OSA approach must
be much less than that of this fixed STR approach.
(3) If the collision probability of optimal OSA is close to
that of one fixed STR approach, then the spectrum
holes utilization of optimal OSA approach must be
much greater than that of this fixed STR approach.
These results are identical to theoretical results. Thus, in
the case that the idle period is uniform distribution, optimal
OSA approach can adapt its access scheme according to
collision tolerable level of primary user, and this approach
can maximize spectrum holes utilization under collision
probability constraint.
6.2. Generalized Pareto Distribution. In this section, we study
and compare the performances of optimal OSA approach
and fixed STR approach in the case that the idle period is
Pareto distribution or generalized Pareto distribution.
According to Corollary 4, the optimal OSA approach
for Pareto distribution is that the secondary user starts
to transmit at the xoptth time slot in the idle period and
keeps transmitting until collision occurs. That is, the TLOSA
approach is optimal OSA approach. In simulation, we
generate the channel-usage patterns using generalized Pareto
distribution random number generator in MATLAB and the
following parameters: the shape parameter k = 0.5 and the
scale parameter σ = 20, the expectation value of busy period
1/v = 20.
In Figure 4, we study and compare the performances of
optimal OSA approach, TFOSA approach, and fixed STR
approach in the case that collision tolerable level σ = 0.02.
In plot (a), after the channel-usage estimate converges,
spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA approach is better
than those of TFOSA approach and fixed STR approach with
D : T = 4 : 1 or D : T = 1 : 1 and it converges to
its theoretical value (TV of OOSA). In plot (b), after the
channel-usage estimate converges, collision probability of
optimal OSA approach is close to that of TFOSA approach,
and it is greater than that of fixed STR approach with D : T =
4 : 1, but it is much less than that of fixed STR approach with
D : T = 1 : 1, D : T = 1 : 4, or D : T = 1 : 8, and it converges
to collision tolerable level σ = 0.02.
In Figure 5, we study and compare the performances of
optimal OSA approach, TFOSA approach, and fixed STR
approach in the case that collision tolerable level σ = 0.04.
In plot (a), after the channel-usage estimate converges,
spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA approach is better
than those of TFOSA approach and fixed STR approach with
D : T = 4 : 1 or D : T = 1 : 1, and it is close to that of
fixed STR approach with D : T = 1 : 4, and it converges to its
theoretical value. In plot (b), after the channel-usage estimate
converges, collision probability of optimal OSA approach is
close to those of TFOSA approach and fixed STR approach
with D : T = 1 : 4, and it is greater than that of fixed STR
approach with D : T = 4 : 1 or D : T = 1 : 1, but it is less
than that of the fixed STR approach with D : T = 1 : 8, and
it also converges to collision tolerable level σ = 0.04.
From Figures 4 and 5, we can obtain the following
results.
(1) The spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA
approach is much better than that of TFOSA
approach and converges to its theoretical value. The
collision probability of optimal OSA is close to that of
TFOSA approach, and they are less than and converge
to collision tolerable level.
(2) If the spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA is
close to that of one fixed STR approach, then the
collision probability of optimal OSA approach must
be much less than that of this fixed STR approach.
(3) If the collision probability of optimal OSA is close to
that of one fixed STR approach, then the spectrum
holes utilization of optimal OSA approach must be
much greater than that of this fixed STR approach.
These results are identical to theoretical results. Thus,
in the case that the idle period is Pareto distribution or
generalized Pareto distribution, optimal OSA approach can
optimize its access scheme according to collision tolerable
level of primary user, and this approach can maximize spec-
trum holes utilization under collision probability constraint.
6.3. Impact of Sensing Errors. In this section, we analyze
the impact of sensing errors by simulation. Without loss
of generality, we evaluate the impact of sensing errors on
optimal OSA approach in the case that the idle period is
generalized Pareto distribution. And similarly, we can also
analyze this impact in the other cases. The collision tolerable
level is σ = 0.04, and other settings of this simulation are the
same as in the previous section.
In Figure 6, we analyze the impact of sensing errors
in the case that the probability of sensing errors is 0.02.
In plot (a), after the channel-usage estimate converges,
both spectrum holes utilization degradation of optimal OSA
approach and that of TFOSA approach caused by sensing
errors are about 2%, and spectrum holes utilization of
optimal OSA approach is still better than that of TFOSA
approach. In (b), both collision probability increase of
optimal OSA approach and that of TFOSA approach are
more than 0.01 but less than 0.02, and though collision
probabilities of the two approaches are still close, they both
exceed the collision tolerable level. This is problematic when
the collision tolerable level is restrictive. One way to solve this
problem is to set smaller collision tolerable level.
In Figure 7, we analyze the impact of diﬀerent sensing
errors on optimal OSA approach and TFOSA approach. In
plot (a), both spectrum holes utilization of optimal OSA
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approach and that of TFOSA approach decrease almost
linearly with the increase of the probability of sensing
errors. In plot (b), both collision probability of optimal
OSA approach and that of TFOSA approach increase by
less than the probability of sensing errors. Though collision
probabilities of the two approaches are still close, they
both exceed the collision tolerable level. When the collision
tolerable level is restrictive, it is necessary to set smaller
collision constraint.
7. Conclusion
In this work, we consider a cognitive radio system with
one primary channel and one secondary user, and then we
introduce a channel-usage pattern model and a fundamental
access scheme in this system. Based on this model and
fundamental access scheme, we study optimal opportunistic
spectrum access problem and formulate it as an optimiza-
tion problem that the secondary user maximizes spectrum
holes utilization under the constraint of collision tolerable
level. And then we propose a unified approach to solve
this optimization problem. According to the solution of
the optimization problem, we analyze and present opti-
mal opportunistic spectrum access algorithms in several
cases that the idle period follows uniform distribution,
exponential distribution, and Pareto or generalized Pareto
distribution. Theoretical analysis and simulation results both
show that the unified approach to optimal opportunistic
spectrum access can maximize spectrum holes utilization
under the constraint that collision probability is bounded
below collision tolerable level. At last, we analyze the impact
of sensing errors on spectrum holes utilization and collision
probability by simulation.
In this work, we present the unified approach to optimal
opportunistic spectrum access in the case that g(x) is
constant or monotonic function. But the optimal approach
cannot solve optimal opportunistic spectrum access problem
in other cases. In our future work, we will study other cases
that the idle period follows any other general distribution
while the busy period is general distribution.
In this work, though we only consider one secondary
user, it is easily seen that the proposed approach is still
eﬀective in the case that multiple secondary users cooperate
to access the idle channel. But the proposed approach is
ineﬀective in the case that multiple secondary users compete
for the idle channel. Studying the latter case will be one of the
future important works.
Appendices
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Equation (14) is always true in the case that σ ≥ Pcmax. Thus,
according to (14), we can obtain that
ηSH,max = E(0,∞)
E(0,∞) = 1. (A.1)
Therefore, we only analyze Theorem 1 in the case that σ <
Pcmax.




f (t)dt ≤ σ. (A.2)
According to (A.2), we can obtain that T is maximal value Ta
when PC = σ, that is,
∫ x+Ta
x
f (t)dt = σ
v
. (A.3)







f (x + Ta) = f (x). (A.4)
Then, we compute partial derivative of transmission



































































f (t)dt (see (A.4))
= f (x)













From (A.5), we can draw the following conclusions.
(1) If g(x) monotonically decreases with x, then
∂E(x,Ta)/∂x < 0 and E(x,Ta) decrease with x. Thus, the
optimal access time slot is
xopt = 0, (A.6)
and available transmission duration Ta satisfies
∫ Ta
0
f (t)dt = σ
v
. (A.7)
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(2) If g(x) is constant, then ∂E(x,Ta)/∂x = 0 and











, σ < Pcmax,









f (t)dt = σ
v
, (A.9)
and available transmission duration Ta satisfies
∫ xopt+Ta
xopt
f (t)dt = σ
v
. (A.10)
(3) If g(x) is monotonically increasing with x, then
∂E(x,Ta)/∂x > 0 and E(x,Ta) increase with x. Thus, the







max, σ < Pcmax,









f (t)dt = σ
v
, (A.12)
and available transmission duration is
Ta = ∞. (A.13)






B. Proof of Corollary 2







for 0 ≤ x ≤ a,
0 for x < 0 or x > a.
(B.1)
We analyze Corollary 2 in the case that σ < Pcmax.











that is, g(x) monotonically increases with x.
According to Theorem 1, we can obtain that
xopt = 0, (B.3)
and available transmission duration Ta satisfies
∫ Ta
0











The transmission duration expectation of uniform distribu-






































It can be seen from (B.6) that E(x,T)max is constant when the











According to (B.6) and (B.7), we can obtain that the
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C. Proof of Corollary 3
The probability density function of exponential distribution
is
f (t) = ue−ux for x ≥ 0. (C.1)
We analyze Corollary 3 in the case that σ < Pcmax. According

















that is, g(x) is constant.














=⇒ e−uxoptmax = σ
v




and the optimal access time slot is






and available transmission duration Ta satisfies
∫ xopt+Ta
xopt







=⇒ e−uxopt − e−u(xopt+Ta) = σ
v








The transmission duration expectation of exponential distri-
















































It can be seen from (C.7) that E(x,T)max is constant when the













According to (C.7) and (C.8), we can obtain that the
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D. Proof of Corollary 4
The probability density function of generalized Pareto
distribution is








We analyze Corollary 4 in the case that σ < Pcmax. According








































that is, g(x) monotonically increases with x.















































and available transmission duration is
Ta = ∞. (D.5)
The transmission duration expectation of generalized



























































































1− k (0 ≤ k < 1).
(D.8)
According to (D.7) and (D.8), we can obtain that the
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